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ABSTRACT 

PLEISTOCENE SEISMIC STRATIGRAPHY OF THE GALVESTON 

SOUTH ADDITION, OFFSHORE TEXAS 

Seven seismic sequences were identified on the outer 

shelf and upper slope of the northwestern Gulf of Mexico 
/ 

from a grid of high resolution seismic sections. The 

sequences were deposited during eustatic fluctuations of sea 

level during Wisconsin glacial and interglacial stages. The 

sequences include deposits of an early Wisconsin low stand, 

middle Wisconsin high stand, and late Wisconsin low stand of 

sea level. 

Growth faults trending parallel to the shelf break 

expanded the secton from 6% to 60%. The faults resulted 

from salt flowage at depth in response to loading by thick 

deltaic deposits, which prograded to the shelf edge during 

low stands of sea level. Smaller, local fault systems are 

associated with diapiric intrusions. Diapirs exerted little 

control over Wisconsin sedimentation in the study area. 

Diapirs on the inner shelf are stock-like in appearance 

while those on the outer shelf and upper slope are broad 

swells and ridges. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study is a seismic stratigraphic investigation of 

upper Pleistocene sediments on the outer continental shelf 

south of Galveston, Texas. Seismic sequences were outlined 

on a grid of high resolution seismic lines, provided by 

Texaco, Inc., using the definitions of reflection 

terminations of Mitchum, Vail, and Sangree (1977). The 

sequences were mapped and interpreted on the basis of 

geometry, reflection configuration, and previous work on 

Pleistocene climatic setting to construct a depositonal 

history for the area. This history was then compared to 

Pleistocene sea level curves to arrive at approximate ages 

of the sequences. Growth faults and diapiric intrusions 

were mapped and studied to determine their relationships to 

seismic sequences and the influence they exerted on the 

sequences. 

The study is important because it illustrates what 

information can be gained from data of this type, and what 

limitations are present as well. A seismic stratigraphic 

study of upper Pleistocene sediments serves as a useful 

analogy to investigations of lower Pleistocene deposits, 

which are becoming increasingly important exploration 

targets on the outer continental shelf. 

1 
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Study area 

The study area (Figure 1) is located in the north¬ 

western Gulf of Mexico, 70 to 100 miles (112 to 161 km) 

south of Galveston, Texas and 100 to 140 miles (161 to 225 

km) east of Aransas Bay, Texas. It covers 1380 square miles 

(3573 km2) of the Galveston South Addition outer continental 

shelf lease area, extending from 94o 35' to 95o 10' west 

longitude and 27o 45' to 28o 20' north latitude. Water 

depths in this area range from 175 to 1530 ft (53 to 466 m). 

Seismic data 

The data consists of high resolution seismic reflection 

lines recorded by Texaco in 1972 and 1973. The seismic grid 

(Figure 2) is formed by 19 lines trending north-south and 

five lines trending east-west. The north-south lines are 

spaced 1.8 to 2 miles (2.9 to 3.2 km) apart and the 

east-west lines at 3.8 to 11.4 mile (6 to 18.3 km) 

intervals. Shot point spacing on all the lines is 600 ft 

(183 m). The north-south lines are up to 39.2 miles (63 km) 

in length and the tie lines are 35.2 miles (56.6 km) long. 

The energy source employed was a 40 cubic inch airgun with 

2000 psi stored energy fired at a rate of 1.5 s. The data 

was analog recorded to a depth of 750 ms resulting in a 

subbottom penetration of up to 2092 ft (638 m). 

All the seismic sections exhibited a "ringing" of the 

signal at the sediment-water interface (Figure 3). The 
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Figure 1 Location of 
of Mexico. 

study area in the northwestern Gulf 
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Figure 2 Seismic grid and locations of cores 
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Figure 3. Ringing of the signal at the sediment-water 
interface masks the upper 50 ft (15.3 m) of the 
section. 
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"ringing" was caused by the oscillation of the bubble 

produced by the air gun source. The oscillation resulted in 

a lengthened pulse between the time of bubble formation and 

its collapse (Telford, et al., 1981). The "ringing" during 

this interval typically masks 50 ft (15.3 m) of the section 

at the sediment-water interface and at major reflectors. 

Measuring the two-way time between successive peaks of the 

pulse at the sediment-water interface results in a value of 

7 ms. Therefore the frequency of this pulse is 280 Hz. 

Using a value of 5578 ft/s (1700 m/s) as the velocity of 

sound in Pleistocene sediment (Bouma, Stelting, and Feeley, 

1983) yields 20 ft (6.1 m) as the wavelength. The limits of 

resolution on seismic sections is on the order of 

one-quarter wavelength (Sheriff, 1977; Sieck and Self, 1977) 

so the maximum resolution on this seismic data is 

approximately 5 ft (1.5 m). 

Vertical exaggeration of the profiles is 10 to 20 

times. Dips of less than one degree are thus easily 

observed, and all the faults appear vertical. 

Core data 

Locations and paléontologie descriptions of four cores 

were provided by Edward B. Picou, Jr. of Shell Offshore, 

Inc. The cores were recovered by Shell Oil Co. in 1965 and 

1967 as part of their continental slope seismic and coring 

program. The sites (dots on Figure 2) are located in water 
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depths of 795 to 1390 ft (242 to 424 m). Sediment 

penetration ranged from 662 to 1000 ft (202 to 305 m). 



METHODS 

The seismic stratigraphic interpretation scheme used in 

this study follows the procedure outlined by Mitchum and 

Vail, (1977). Seismic sequence boundaries were defined by 

choosing surfaces of discontinuity recognized by patterns of 

reflection terminations along the surfaces. The reflection 

terminations include truncation, toplap, onlap, and downlap. 

Sequence boundaries were then extended across the entire 

seismic section to include areas where reflections were 

concordant with the boundaries. Each seismic section was 

interpreted independently of the others and the boundaries 

correlated and tied throughout the grid of lines. This 

revealed that the major sequence boundaries were easily 

correlated but many minor surfaces of discontinuity were so 

local in extent that there were no correlations between 

neighboring sections. Discontinuities that produced strong 

reflections also produced a "ringing" of the bubble pulse 

beneath the principle reflection (Figure 4). This noise 

masks underlying reflections just as the "ringing" of the 

signal at the sediment-water interface masks underlying 

reflections. Care was taken to draw the sequence boundary 

at the principle reflection instead of at the base of the 

"ringing" where underlying reflections appear to terminate. 

The seismic facies analysis was an analysis of 

10 
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Figure 4 Ringing of the pulse at strong reflectors masks 
underlying reflections. 
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reflection configuration, continuity, and amplitude to 

discover general depositional features of the sediments 

comprising each of the sequences. The first characteristic 

investigated was the relationship between the upper and 

lower sequence boundaries and the reflections within each 

sequence. Reflection terminations such as toplap, downlap, 

and onlap indicated the sediment transport direction. 

Analysis of reflection configuration, amplitudes, and 

continuity allowed the classification of sequences according 

to relative rates of deposition and energy regimes, and 

estimations of gross lithologies (Sangree et al., 1976; 

Mitchum, Vail, and Sangree, 1977; Sangree and Widmier, 1977; 

Brown and Fisher, 1982; Bouma, Stelting, and Feeley, 1983). 

Isochron maps of individual sequences were prepared to 

aid in depositional interpretation (Figures 32, 34, 36, 38, 

42, 44). Thicknesses of the units were measured vertically 

and contoured in 10 ms intervals of two-way travel time. 

The zero contour was drawn at the point where the lower 

sequence boundary became indistinguishable from the 

"ringing" of the upper boundary. Growth faults which caused 

at least 10 ms expansion within a sequence were included on 

the isochron map of the sequence to illustrate which faults 

were most active during the deposition of each sequence. 

A separate fault map was prepared to show the 

distribution of faults throughout the area (Figure 10). A 

distinction was made between subsurface faults and faults 
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which reached the surface. Sea floor scarps clearly related 

to faults were also mapped. 

Six diapiric intrusions occur within the study area. A 

map was devised to illustrate the regions in which diapirs 

deformed the upper 328 ft (100 m). of the sediment section 

(Figure 14) ; Criteria for inclusion within the regions 

affected by diapirism include clear stratigraphic onlap, 

crestal faults disrupting the sediment column, and beds, 

that are nearly horizontal elsewhere, dipping more that 

0.750 on the flanks of a diapir. 

A bathymetric map of the study area was plotted using 

4921.5 ft/s (1500 m/s) as the velocity of sound in the water 

column. The results were contoured,at 20 ft (6.1 m) 

intervals (Figure 9). 



PREVIOUS WORK 

Pleistocene setting 

The unique climatic conditions of the Pleistocene epoch 

resulted in the deposition of a wedge of terrigenous clastic 

sediments in the northern and western Gulf of Mexico. The 

section thickens from 1000 feet (305 m) along the coast to 

around 15,000 feet (4572 m) under the outer shelf and upper 

slope. Pleistocene deposits have become increasingly 

important to Gulf Coast geologists because of the discovery 

of commercially viable oil and gas reserves (Woodbury, et 

al., 1973, Caughey, 1975, Wheatley, 1982). Oil and gas 

accumulations are found in delta plain and delta front sands 

of fluvial deltas that prograded to the shelf edge during 

low stands of sea level. Structural traps are provided by 

growth faults and salt diapirs. 

Pleistocene sedimentation in the Gulf Coast province 

was controlled by eight major cycles of sea level change 

induced by continental glaciation and déglaciation (Beard, 

Sangree, and Smith, 1982). As glaciers enlarged on the 

continent, sea level responded with a rapid regression 

exposing the continental shelf as an extension of the 

coastal plain. Rivers emptying into the Gulf basin became 

entrenched and prograded across the shelf. The increased 

gradient increased the competency of rivers to erode the 

15 
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shelf and carry coarser sediment directly to the shelf edge 

and upper slope. Coarse elastics were then transported down 

the slope by turbidity currents and submarine slides. With 

warming of the climate, glacial meltwater returned to the 

sea accompanied by a eustatic rise in sea level. This rise 

allowed the deposition of thin transgressive sediments on 

the shelf, and the reworking of regressive deposits of the 
i 

earlier cycle. Entrenched river valleys were flooded 

forming estuaries. As sea level reached a highstand, the 

estuaries were filled and deltas again prograded onto the 

shelf. Coarse sediments were trapped on the shelf and 

reached the slope only when deltas were able to prograde to 

the shelf edge and deposit sediment directly onto the slope. 

The overall effect of these eustatic cycles was an 

outbuilding and upbuilding of the continental shelf which 

has largely determined the morphology of the shelf and slope 

of the northwestern Gulf of Mexico. 

The sedimentary units that reflect eustatic sea level 

change can be recognized on seismic sections. Downlapping 

reflection terminations may indicte a prograding sequence 

deposited during a stillstand or fall in relative sea level. 

Onlapping reflection terminations may relate to 

transgressive shale deposits (Beard, Sangree, and Smith, 

1982) . 
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Relative sea level changes 

Marine transgressions and regressions are controlled by 

the interaction of eustatic sea level changes, subsidence, 

and sediment supply. Subsidence along passive margins is 

long-term and does not change rapidly enough to produce 

regional unconformities. Therefore, global unconformities 

in sedimentary basins are caused by eustatic sea level 

changes superimposed on subsidence and sedimentary regimes 

that change at significantly slower rates (Vail, Hardenbol, 

and Todd, 1983). Long-term changes in sea level, such as 

the second-order cycles of Vail, Mitchum, and Thompson 

(1977) , are perhaps due to changes in volume of the ocean 

basins resulting from changes in the rates of seafloor 

spreading (Pitman, 1978). Continental glaciation is 

responsible for the short-term changes in sea level, such as 

the Pleistocene fluctuations. 

Factors controlling distribution of modern shelf sediments 

The agents responsible for the distribution of modern 

sediments on the shelf of the northern and western Gulf of 

Mexico are winds, semipermanent currents, longshore 

currents, and hurricane waves (Curray, 1960; Shideler, 

1978) . Winds in the Gulf vary seasonally. During winter 

months, the winds are northeasterly over much of the Gulf, 

but southeasterly winds occur along the western shore. 
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Southeasterly winds dominate during the spring and summer 

months. 

Surface currents in the northwestern Gulf flow in a 

counterclockwise direction, while in the southwestern Gulf 

surface currents circulate in a clockwise fashion. This 

circulation pattern results in a convergence of the two 

surface currents in the western Gulf, which migrates 

seasonally in response to wind direction. The convergence 

occurs at about 27o 30' to 28o north latitude during winter 

months. In the spring the convergence shifts to the north 

to between 28o to 29o as a result of the change to 

southeasterly winds. The convergence moves again to between 

27o and 28o 30' north latitude during the fall months as the 

winds become northeasterly. The pile-up of water at the 

convergence is accompanied by a seaward directed current 

which should distribute suspended sediment on the shelf 

(Curray, 1960; Shideler, 1978). 

Counterclockwise longshore currents occur in the 

northwestern Gulf and weaker clockwise longshore currents 

are present in the southwestern Gulf. These currents are 

important to the transportation of sands and fine sediments 

along the coast (Shideler 1978). 

Hurricane waves can affect sediments to the shelf edge, 

but the oscillatory nature of the waves mainly results in 

reworking of inner shelf sediments, except during lowstands 

of sea level. Coarse sediment transport occurs when 
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hurricane surge reinforces the existing semipermanent 

currents and tidal currents. Storm surge ebb currents are 

important for redepositing nearshore sediments offshore 

(Johnson, 1978). 

Sediments on the shelf are predominatly palimpsest, 

consisting of relict Holocene basal transgressive sands, 

Holocene muds, and modern muds. The modern muds are 

reworked with the Holocene sands by storm wave surges and by 

benthic organisms. Transgressive sands are well-sorted 

nearshore, but offshore they are less well-sorted and 

exhibit bimodal and polymodal grain size distributions 

(Shideler, 1978). 

Pleistocene sediment distribution was controlled by 

wind and current directions that were close to modern 

patterns. Waves probably only influenced nearshore 

sediments, even during low stands of sea level, when the 

shoreline occupied a position on the outer continental 

shelf. 

Growth faults 

Growth faults are important in the Gulf Coast Tertiary 

section. Most of the faults exhibit down-to-the-basin 

movement and are subparallel to the coast. Movement along 

these faults was often contemporaneous with deposition 

creating small escarpments'that were planed off by slumping 

and continued sedimentation. This resulted in an expanded 
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sedimentary section on the downthrown side. The term 

"growth fault" has been coined by Gulf Coast geologists to 

describe these synsedimentary faults. 

Growth faults are commonly a few miles to a few tens of 

miles (km) in length and trend parallel to the ancient 

shoreline. Maps of regional growth fault systems reveal 

complex, bifurcating patterns. In section, the fault planes 
i 

are concave toward the basin as demonstrated by downthrown 

blocks which have rotated toward the faults forming 

"rollover" structures. Fault dips of 60o are typically 

found near the surface, flattening to bedding plane dips at 

depth (Anstey, 1980). An individual growth fault exhibits 

one or more periods of offset (Lehner, 1969). The offset 

across a large growth fault may be measured in thousands of 

feet (hundreds of meters) (Edwards, 1981). 

A variety of hypotheses have been presented to explain 

the origin of growth faults. Hardin and Hardin (1961) 

indicated that shelf edge growth faults were related to 

regional flexures or hinge-line zones. As sediments were 

deposited downdip of the shelf break, a horizontal force 

component increased due to the increased weight of sediments 

on the slope and faults were formed. Sediments were 

deposited concurrently with fault movement resulting in even 

thicker deposits on the downthrown side. The outbuilding 

occurring on the downthrown block caused the shelf break, or 

zone of increased seafloor gradient, to move seaward. As 
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sedimentation and subsidence continued, more faults were 

formed in succession downdip. The result was a fault system 

several miles updip of the modern shelf break. Lehner 

(1969) described Gulf of Mexico shelf edge fault systems as 

being related to deep salt that migrated away from the shelf 

edge in response to sediment accumulation on the shelf. 

While these faults were not related to individual shallow 

salt domes, they appeared to be associated with a deep salt 

ridge from which the shallow diapirs originated. 

Bruce (1973) discussed the role of undercompacted clays 

in the evolution of growth faults. Regional diapiric shale 

masses may develop where heavy sediments, such as sands, 

accumulate over undercompacted clays and muds. The weight 

of the overburden causes compaction and downwarping in the 

unstable clay section. The downwarped portions become local 

depocenters and growth faults form and are maintained 

through continued deposition. Formation of these faults was 

attributed to differential compaction and gravity slide. As 

sediments on the downthrown side became more compacted, 

simple shear failure occurred. 

Gravity slide faults form where high fluid pressure 

reduces internal friction, allowing low angle faults to 

form. Other mechanisms for growth faulting considered by 

Carver (1968) are basement tectonics, response to crustal 

loading, large scale slumps at the shelf edge and upper 

slope, and faulting on the crests and flanks of salt 
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diapirs. Clearly, not every hypothesis applies to every 

area. A particular growth fault system may result from one 

or a combination of these factors. 

Diapirism 

A second important group of structural features in the 

Gulf basin is that of salt diapirs. Salt domes manifest 

varying structural styles that have been reported by several 

authors (Murray, 1966; Lehner, 1969; Wilhelm and Ewing, 

1972; Woodbury, et al., 1973; Amery, 1976; Halbouty, 1979; 

Seni and Jackson, 1983). 

Woodbury, e.t al., (1973) arranged styles of diapirism 

into structural provinces which took the form of wide bands 

paralleling the Texas and Louisiana coastlines (Figure 5). 

The first province extends from the coastline to about 50 

miles (80km) offshore and is dominated by isolated 

stock-like diapirs that become more numerous toward the 

basin. The central province is defined by numerous, large 

isolated diapirs connected by growth faults. This style of 

diapirism extends to about 90 miles (145 km) offshore. The 

third structural province includes the shelf edge and slope 

areas. The diapirs there are characterized as large, 

semi-continuous uplifts. These structural provinces 

delineate belts of decreasing diapiric maturity from the 

coast to the base of the continental shelf. 
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Figure 5 Distribution of major groups of salt diapirs on 
Texas-Louisiana continental shelf (from Woodbury, 
et al., 1973). 
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Amery (1976) attributed styles of diapirism on the 

slope to the thickness of original salt and rate of 

Quaternary sediment loading. The upper central slope 

diapirs are large and bullet-shaped and often connected. In 

this area the salt was thick and sediment loading rate high. 

The lower slope displays large, irregularly-shaped salt 

swells that are closely spaced and interconnected at shallow 

depths. This configuration resulted from thick salt and 

slow sediment loading rates. 

Ewing and Antoine (1966); Lehner (1969); Wilhelm and 

Ewing (1972); and Humphris (1978) all suggest a similar 

mechanism for the initiation of salt dome growth on the 

continental slope. The accumulation of prograding sediments 

updip sets up horizontal stresses which cause vertical and 

horizontal salt flowage. The action is analogous to that of 

a rolling pin pressing pliable dough in front of it. Where 

a salt diapir begins to form, the growth is maintained by 

the density contrast between the salt and the surrounding 

sediments. 

Diapiric shale masses are also found in the Gulf of 

Mexico, particularly off the southern Texas coast. These 

linear features are aligned subparallel with the coast, are 

commonly tens of miles (km) in length, up to 25 miles (40 

km) in width, and range up to 10,000 ft (3048 m) vertically 

(Bruce, 1973). Regional growth fault systems develop in 
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associaton with the shale masses due to differential 

compaction and gravity slide. 

Seismic sequences 

A depositional sequence is defined by Mitchum, Vail, 

and Thompson, (1977) as "a stratigraphic unit composed of a 

relatively conformable succession of genetically related 

strata and bounded at its top and base by unconformities or 

their correlative conformities." A seismic sequence is a 

depositional sequence identified on a seismic section 

(Mitchum, Vail, and Sangree, 1977). 

Seismic sequence boundaries are recognized by 

reflection terminations, which are produced by stratal 

terminations at surfaces of discontinuity. Types of 

reflection terminations are shown in Figure 6. 

Reflection terminations defining the upper boundary of 

a sequence include erosional truncation and toplap. 

Erosional truncation is the termination of strata due to 

erosion along an unconformity surface. Toplap differs from 

erosional truncation in that toplap represents a 

nondepositional hiatus with only minor erosion. Inclined 

strata approach the upper sequence boundary asymptotically 

and appear to terminate abruptly on seismic sections. 

Toplap results from a depositional base level, such as sea 

level, being too low to permit strata to extend farther 

updip (Mitchum, Vail, and Thompson, 1977). 
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Figure 6. (a) Reflection terminations within idealized 
seismic sequence (from Mitchum, Vail, and 
Thompson, 1977). (b) Examples of reflecton 
terminations observed in this study. 
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Onlap and downlap may characterize the base of a 

seismic sequence. Initially horizontal or inclined 

reflections which terminate updip against an initially more 

steeply inclined reflection produce an onlap relationship. 

Downlap occurs where initially inclined reflections 

terminate downdip against an initially horizontal or 

inclined reflection. 

The classification and interpretation of seismic 

reflection configurations in the Gulf of Mexico has been 

widely discussed in recent publications including Sangree et 

al., (1976); Woodbury, Spotts, and Akers, (1976); Mitchum, 

Vail, and Sangree, (1977); Mitchum, Vail, and Thompson, 

(1977); Sangree and Widmier, (1977); Stuart and Caughey, 

(1977); Brown and Fisher, (1982); and Bouma, Stelting, and 

Feeley, (1983). 

The sigmoid progradational configuration (Figures 7a 

and b) is composed of s-shaped reflections caused by strata 

with thin, gently inclined upper and lower areas and a 

thicker, more steeply dipping middle portion. Depositional 

dips are often less than one degree. The reflections are 

concordant with the top of the unit and downlap at the base. 

On sections that parallel depositional strike, the 

reflections are parallel and concordant with unit 

boundaries. Sigmoid reflections commonly have moderate to 

high amplitude and good continuity. The sigmoid facies 
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Figure 7. (a) Sigmoid progradational configuration (from 
Mitchum, Vail, and Sangree, 1977). (b) Example 
of sigmoid progradational configuration 
identified in this study. Sigmoid facies may be 
deposited by low energy turbidity currents during 
a period of low sediment supply relative to sea 
level change or subsidence. (c) Oblique 
progradational configuration (from Mitchum, Vail, 
and Sangree, 1977). (d) Oblique progradational 
configuration identified in this study. Oblique 
facies are higher energy deposits characteristic 
of fluvial deltas (Sangree, et al., 1976; Sidner, 
Gartner, and Bryant, 1978; Berg, 1982). Channels 
are often associated with this facies. 
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SIGMOID PROGRADATIONAL 

OBLIQUE PROGRADATIONAL 
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forms a lens-shaped deposit that is elongated along 

depositional strike. 

The sigmoid progradational facies is interpreted as 

sediments deposited during a period of low sediment supply 

relative to sea level change or subsidence. The 

fine-grained elastics comprising this facies may be 

deposited from low energy turbidity currents during the 
/ 

progradation of a shelf or platform edge. The facies is 

frequently associated with the oblique progradational facies 

and the two may occur in the same progradational system. 

The oblique progradational configuration (Figures 7c 

and d) is distinguished by concave upward reflections with 

dips up to 10 degrees on seismic lines parallel with 

depositional dip. The reflections terminate near the upper 

surface by toplap and by downlap at the base. On strike 

sections, the reflections may appear parallel or as low 

angle oblique or sigmoid reflections. Small channels often 

occur in this facies. Amplitudes and continuity are 

generally lower in oblique configurations that sigmoid 

configurations but are highly variable. Oblique units are 

commonly fan-shaped and several fans may coelesce to form a 

large sedimentary unit. 

Oblique progradational sediments are interpreted as 

being deposited rapidly relative to subsidence or sea level 

change. Where the unit occurs on a shelf margin, it is 

characteristic of fluvial deltas and may contain high energy 
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deposits. The upper clinoform zone corresponds to a delta 

front environment and may be sand-prone. The lower 

clinoform and parallel lying units of the prodelta 

environment are mostly shales (Lehner, 1969? Sangree, et 

al., 1976; Sidner Gartner, and Bryant, 1978? Brown and 

Fisher, 1982). 

Parallel reflection configurations (Figure 8a) are 

produced by strata deposited under uniform rates of 

sedimentation on a uniformly subsiding shelf or stable basin 

plain. Parallel configurations are subdivided on the basis 

of variations in amplitude, continuity, and frequency (cycle 

breadth). 

High continuity and high amplitude reflections suggest 

widespread continuous strata of interbedded shales and 

sands, silts, or carbonates. Frequency variations indicate 

varying thickness of beds. Reflections with this 

configuration represent deposits of neritic marine 

sediments. 

Parallel configurations of low amplitude are caused by 

strata that are mainly of one lithology. The relationship 

between a low amplitude facies and a laterally adjacent 

seismic facies can suggest whether the low amplitude results 

from a predominantly sand or shale unit. Parallel 

reflection units may be wedge-shaped or form widespread 

sheets. 
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Figure 8. (a) High and low amplitude parallel reflection 
configurations. Low amplitude parallel 
reflections suggest strata that are mainly of one 
lithology. High amplitude parallel reflections 
indicate strata of interbedded shales and sands 
or silts. (b) Chaotic reflection configuration. 
Chaotic reflections result from mass transport 
deposits or high energy turbidity currents. 
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Chaotic reflection configurations are characterized by 

broken, contorted, and wavy reflections (Figure 8b). The 

upper surface of a unit composed of chaotic reflections is 

often mounded in form. The unit often occurs in topographic 

lows and the base of the unit may onlap the flanks of 

topographic highs. Reflection amplitude and continuity vary 

widely depending on the homogeneity of the sediment 

producing this configuration. 

Chaotic reflections are interpreted as being the result 

of mass-transport deposits or high energy turbidity 

currents. The disturbed and discontinuous nature of the 

reflections results from folded, disrupted sediments which 

may be so deformed that original stratal surfaces are not 

apparent. 



OBSERVATIONS 

Bathymetry 

The bathymetric map of the study area (Figure 9) 

reveals a smooth seafloor across much of the study area. 

The seafloor gradient increases very slowly but steadily up 

to the 420 ft (128 m) contour where the dip increases fr.om 

about 0.3o to 0.8o. Sidner, Gartner, and Bryant (1978) 

refer to this zpne of increased seafloor gradient as the 

shelf-slope transition, or the approximate location of the 

modern shelf break. 

The most striking feature of the seafloor is a large 

east-west trending depression outlined by the 1380 ft (421 

m) isobath in the south central portion of the study area. 

This depression is bounded on the north by the steeply 

dipping continental slope and on the south by a ridge-like 

diapir, the flanks of which begin to appear on the ends of 

the seismic sections. 

Another depression, marked by an abruptly decreasing 

seafloor gradient, is present at the southeastern corner of 

the study area. This relatively flat portion of the slope 

indicates the position of a large zone of displaced 

sediments. 

37 
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Figure 9. The bathymetric map of the study area was plotted 
using 4921.5 ft/s (1500 m/s) as the velocity of 
sound in the water column. The east-west 
trending depression in the south central study 
area is a small basin bounded by the slope on the 
north and by a ridge-shaped diapir on the south. 
The area of decreased gradient at the southeast 
corner of the study area indicates the location 
of a zone of displaced sediments. (in back 
cover) 
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Faults 

Faulting is an important process in the study area. 

The faults trend east-northeast, are gently curving, and are 

generally concave basinward. The most extensive fault is 

over 27 miles (43 km) long but the average length is around 

seven miles (11 km) (Figure 10). 

Many of the faults examined are growth faults (Figure 

11). They affect all levels of the section. Sections 

expand from 6% to 60% across growth faults with the average 

section being 25% thicker on the downthrown side. In 

several instances, the rate of sedimentation of a particular 

unit was not sufficient to produce an expanded section on 

the downthrown side of a fault. The growth fault at 

shotpoint 73 (Figure 11) produced expanded sections of units 

C, D, and G, but sedimentation during F time was not rapid 

enough to produce growth of the section across the fault. 

Two sea floor scarps are observed in association with 

faults, indicating they are presently active (Figure 12). 

The scarps range in height from 25 to 52 feet (7.6 to 

15.8 m) . 
Growth faults in the study area did not exhibit the 

tremendous offsets Edwards (1981) observed for growth faults 

in Wilcox sediments in the subsurface of south Texas. 

Growth faults may exhibit periods of rapid offset separated 

by intervals of little or no movement. Perhaps the Wilcox 

of south Texas represents a time of steady, rapid movement 
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Figure 10. The fault map of the study area reveals sinuous 
faults trending parallel to the shelf edge. 
Smaller, more local fault systems are associated 
with areas of diapiric deformation. Faults that 
reached the surface are differentiated from 
subsurface faults. (in back cover) 
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Figure 11. Growth faults on a seismic section. 
Sedimentation was not sufficient in unit F to 
produce an expanded section across the fault at 
shotpoint 73. 
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Figure 12. The seafloor scarp at shotpoint 99 indicates a 
currently active fault. 
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of those faults, while the faults in this study were moving 

more slowly and periodically. The discrepancy may be a 

function of the data itself. Only the upper few hundred 

meters of section could be examined on either side of a 

fault, and in many cases the observed section was smaller. 

By definition, the offset across a growth fault decreases 

toward the top of the section. If a thicker section were 

available for analysis, larger throws associated with these 

faults would probably be found. If precise ages could be 

assigned to the units in Figure 11 through paléontologie 

analysis of core samples, the rates of offset of the faults 

could be determined and compared to Wilcox rates of offset. 

A study of this type may reveal that the rates of movement 

in this area are comparable to the rates during the Wilcox, 

and that the smaller displacements observed on the seismic 

sections result simply from examining a smaller section of 

time. 

A major growth fault system extends across the study 

area parallel to, and just north of, the shelf-slope 

transition zone. The faults are long and sinuous and do not 

form the complex patterns often exhibited by faults 

associated with diapirs. These shelf edge faults may be 

related to a regional flexure or hinge-line zone described 

by Hardin and Hardin (1961). Most likely the faults were 

caused by salt flowage at depth, as discussed by Lehner 

(1969) . 
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Smaller, more local fault systems are associated with 

diapirs, being located on the crests and flanks of these 

structures (Figure 13). They are more closely spaced than 

the shelf edge faults, but seismic coverage is not 

sufficient to realize the complex patterns of the crestal 

faults. Most of these faults exhibit down-to-the-basin 

displacement, but a few show down-to-the-coast movement. 

Diapirs 

Figure 14 shows the regions affected by diapirism. The 

diapirs themselves could not be outlined because none of the 

cores of the intrusions could be seen. The regions outlined 

should approximate the expanse and shape of the upper 

surface of the intrusions. 

Diapir 1 is found in the far northwestern study area. 

This structure is unique in its appearance when it is 

compared to the other diapirs. This diapir has a narrow, 

stock-like shape and a hard upper surface (Figure 15). This 

hard upper surface manifests itself by producing five strong 

multiple reflections of the signal. This hard surface may 

be a reef that developed during lowered sea level when this 

structure may have formed a topographic high. Zones of 

blanking, or areas of no multiple return, are associated 

with this structure. Figure 16 illustrates the dominance of 

multiple reflections below the seafloor multiple. The area 

of real reflections is shown in Figure 15. Comparing 
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Figure 13. Faults associated with a diapiric intrusion. 
Seismic sections are not spaced closely enough 
to realize the complex fault patterns associated 
with diapirs. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of diapiric deformation in the 
upper 100 m of sediments. The numbers are used 
in the text to refer to individual diapirs 
responsible for deformation. (in back cover) 
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Figure 15. Diapir 1, located in the northwestern study 
area. Note the hard upper surface that produces 
five strong multiple reflections. The 
multiple-free zones result from near vertical 
multiple reflections that could not be recorded. 
The only real information available on this 
section is the reflections above the seafloor 
multiple and the darkened reflections just below 
the multiple. 
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Figure 16. Four reflections were chosen and their 
respective multiples indicated by patterned 
lines to illustrate that the section below the 
first seafloor multiple is composed of multiple 
reflections. Very little meaningful data can be 
observed on this seismic line. 
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Figures 15 and 16, one can see that little real data is 

available for interpretation on this section. 

Diapir 2 is located in the northeastern study area. 

This structure has a stock-like shape similar to diapir 1. 

Unlike diapir 1, this intrusion lacks a hard upper surface 

and there are no multiple-free areas associated with it 

(Figure 17). The diapir has uplifted the overlying 

sediments and may have caused them to be eroded at the 

surface. Because of the dominance of the seafloor multiple, 

it is difficult to examine the relationship between the 

uplift and the surrounding sediments. Only about the upper 

100 ms (85 m) of the section can be seen clearly. It 

appears that the uplift occurred after the depositon of 

these sediments. The unit is of constant thickness on 

either side of the uplift, and does not appear to onlap or 

converge on a topographic high. The intrusion seems to have 

simply bent the overlying sediments. 

Diapirs 3 and 4 are found in the north-central study 

area. These diapirs have the appearance of large, rounded 

swells unlike the diapirs previously described (Figure 18). 

Here, again, the intrusions only affected the surface 

sediments after they were deposited. 

Diapir 5 occurs just below the shelf edge in the 

central area. This intrusion is a large, rounded swell, 

similar to diapirs 3 and 4 (Figure 19). The sediments 

overlying the intrusion have been deformed by a complex 
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Figure 17. Diapir 2, located in the northeastern study 
area. The near-surface sediments are bent and 
truncated over the diapir indicating that these 
sediments were deposited before the intrusion 
deformed the near-surface zone. 
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Figure 18. Diapirs 3 and 4 are large, rounded swells which 
did not influence the near-surface sediments 
while they were being deposited. 
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Figure 19. Diapir 5 is located just seaward of the shelf 
edge. Movement occurred contemporaneously with 
the deposition of the overlying sediments. 
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series of crestal faults, and they thin on the flanks of the 

diapir. In the vicinity of shotpoint 70, reflections 

terminate up the northern flank of the intrusion in apparent 

onlap. In this case, it is clear that the intrusion of the 

diapir had an influence on the deposition of the upper 

portion of the sediment column. It appears that movement 

occurred contemporaneously with the deposition of all the 

surrounding and overlying units that could be identified. 

Only the northern portion of diapir 6 could be observed 

(Figure 20). It is located at the southern edge of the 

study area, well onto the continental slope. This diapir is 

large and may be ridge-like in shape. The overlying 

sediments have been influenced by this diapir in that they 

are thick in the basin between the slope and the diapir; and 

thin on the northern flank, but do not clearly onlap it. 

This would imply that the diapir was growing when those 

sediments were deposited. 

Diapirs are considered by many to be very important to 

sedimentation in the Gulf. In this area, the diapirs 

exerted only local influence on late Pleistocene 

sedimentation. Only two of the diapirs appeared to 

influence the section as it was being deposited. The 

diapirs were not connected by growth fault systems, but did 

have localized fault systems associated with them. 

The structural classification of salt domes of 

Woodbury, et al., (1973), (Figure 5), does not closely apply 
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Figure 20. Northern portion of diapir 6, located on the 
upper slope. An east-west trending depression 
has formed between this diapir and the slope. 
This feature is easily identified in the 
southern area of the bathymetric map (Figure 9). 
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to the study area. Diapirs 1 and 2 may be assigned to their 

northern structural province because of their stock-like 

appearance. Diapirs 3 and 4 may fall into the central 

province, which is characterized by numerous, large diapirs, 

but they are not connected by growth faults. The southern 

structural province covers the outer shelf and_ slope areas 

so one may place diapirs 5 and 6 in this class because of 

their location. These diapirs are part of a semi-continuous 

string of diapirs on the upper slope. 

Channels 

Many channels were noted in the northern portion of the 

study area. Because the data is obscurred by multiples 

below the first seafloor multiple, only about the upper 200 

ft (61 m) of the sediment column could be closely examined 

for the presence of channels. Most of the channels are 600 

to 1800 ft (183 to 549 m) wide and cut about 50 ft (15 m) 

downward into the section (Figure 21). Very few of the 

channels could be correlated from one line to the next. 

They appear to trend east northeast and most were found in 

the northwestern study area. The small channels probably 

represent the downdip limits of a distributary system. 

One large meandering channel system appeared on 

neighboring north-south trending lines and crossed a tie 

line between them so it could be examined in two dimensions. 

This system (Figure 22) trends northeast, extends at least 
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Figure 21. Interpreted and uninterpreted sections showing 
typical channels found in the study area. The 
lack of accretionary units in these channels 
indicates they are distributaries. 
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Figure 22. Interpreted and uninterpreted sections showing 
the largest channel system found in the study 
area. Note the accretionary units on lines 140 
and 280 which indicate a meandering channel. 
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3-.1 miles (1.9 km) along its long dimension, and is 1.8 

miles (1.1 km) wide, and up to 120 ft (37 m) thick. Lines 

140 and 280 on Figure 22 show accretionary units within this 

channel indicating that it is a meandering channel and not a 

distributary channel. Figure 23 is a block diagram from the 

northwestern study area, designed to show the spatial 

distribution of channel systems across the area. Line 330 

shows a deeply entrenched channel that becomes less 

entrenched to the west. At line 290 the channel is more 

extensive and clearly meandering. Entrenched distributary 

channels are encountered at line 270, which give way to 

smaller, more numerous distributaries at line 260. The 

configuration of these channel morphologies indicates that 

during the time this system was active, depositional dip was 

toward the west. It is also clear that the most widespread 

sand bodies would be associated with the meandering phase of 

this system. 

Curray (1960) constructed a physiographic chart of the 

northwestern Gulf of Mexico based on echo soundings and 

published and unpublished bathymetric maps. This chart, 

with the study area superimposed on it, is shown in Figure 

24. The channels on this chart were plotted according to 

the locations of depressions behind low ridges sloping down 

the shelf. Curray described the features observed in his 

study as "...depositional features, ranging from two to six 

feet high, (which) include both distinct ridges and slight 
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Figure 23. A block diagram of a portion of the northwestern 
study area shows the change in geometry of a 
channel system from a straight, entrenched 
channel in the east, to a large, meandering 
channel in the central area, and to a 
distributary channel system in the west. The 
relative positions of the different channel 
morphologies indicate that depositional dip was 
toward the west, or roughly parallel to present 
shelf edge. 
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Figure 24. Physiographic chart of the Gulf of Mexico (from 
Curray, 1960) with the study area superimposed. 
The portion of the "outer Brazos-Colorado 
channel" slightly west of and crossing 95o west 
longitude corresponds to the location of the 
meandering channel shown in Figure 22. 
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steepening of the gradient..." Neither depressions nor 

ridges were found on the seismic sections in the present 

study, but a feature with two to six feet of relief would be 

below the limits of resolution of the data. Of particular 

interest to this study is the location of Curray's "outer 

Brazos-Colorado channel." The portion of the channel 

slightly west of and crossing 95o w longitude corresponds to 

the location of the segment of meandering channel noted on 

three seismic sections. No other indication of a channel 

system of these dimensions was found in the study area. 

Figure 25 is a map submitted by Nelson and Bray (1970) 

showing the former locations of the Trinity, Sabine, and 

Calcasieu rivers, determined in their study, along with the 

outline of the present study area. If the ancestral river 

formed by the confluence of these three rivers continued in 

a southwesterly direction, it could be the channel system 

observed on the seismic sections. However, if the seaward 

bulge of the bathymetric contours in the southwestern corner 

of Curray's (1960) map (Figure 24) is caused by a Colorado 

river delta, it appears that the deltaic deposits of the 

study area may belong to an ancestral Brazos delta. 

Seismic sequences 

Introduction 

Figure 26 is line 290 included to illustrate the 

distribution of the seismic sequences in the western sector 
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Figure 25. Courses of former rivers of the glacial age in 
the Sabine-High Island area (from Nelson and 
Bray, 1970). If the ancestral river formed by 
the confluence of these rivers continued in a 
southwesterly direction, it could be the large 
channel system observed in this study. 
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Figure 26. Line 290 interpreted to show distribution and 
character of sequences, faults, and channels in 
the western study area. (in back cover) 
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of the study area. Line 390 is presented in Figure 27 as a 

representative section from the eastern study area. Line 

390 was recorded about 16 miles (26 km) east of line 290 

(Figure 2). The sequences are designated by the letters A 

through G, with sequence A being at the bottom of the 

section and sequence G at the top. General distributions 

and thickness trends of the sequences may be discerned by 

comparing the two seismic lines. Sequence A, prominent on 

the western sector, can not be seen on the eastern line. 

Sequence B is clearly pinching out to the east and has lost 

the distinctive clinoform configuration. Sequences C and D 

are much thicker on line 390, possibly in response to 

greater subsidence in the eastern study area. Sequence E is 

found only in the eastern study area and is shown on line 

390. Sequence F can be seen to extend further north onto 

the shelf on line 290 and is thinning to the east. Sequence 

G is thicker on the eastern section and has taken on a 

clinoform appearance. 

The following descriptions of the sequences include a 

discussion of the reflection terminations that delineate 

sequence boundaries, the internal reflection character of 

the sequences, the lateral and vertical distributions of the 

sequences, and the interpretation of the geometry of each 

unit. A detailed interpretation of each unit is presented 

in the next section. 
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Figure 27. Line 390, from the eastern study area, 
interpreted to illustrate the distribution and 
character of seismic sequences and faults. (in 
back cover) 
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Sequence A 

Boundaries The upper boundary of sequence A can only 

be identified in the western study area where it is 

manifested by reflections toplapping against a strong 

horizontal reflector. The lower boundary of this sequence 

can not be identified on any section because it is obscurred 

by complex multiple reflecitons. One would expect the lower 

boundary to be defined by downlap as the clinoforms of this 

sequence asymptotically approach the depositional base. 

Internal character In the western portion of the study 

area, the A reflections are parallel bedded, gently dipping, 

and grade downdip into steeply dipping clinoforms (Figure 

28). Where these clinoforms can be observed unobstructed 

above the seafloor multiple, they are morphologically close 

in appearance to the clinoforms of sequence B (Figure 31). 

In the central sector, parallel bedded reflections extend 

downdip into chaotic reflections. The lateral extent of the 

reflection configurations is shown in Figure 29. This set 

of reflections is cautiously grouped as a sequence. The 

upper boundary could be observed on only a few of the 

seismic sections, and it is not known if the reflections 

themselves are stratigraphically equivalent. In the central 

and eastern areas where the upper boundary is not defined, 

the updip character of A is covered by multiples, and 

sequence B appears to blend into the chaotic reflections of 

A downdip. 
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Figure 28. In the western study area, sequence A is 
characterized by parallel reflections grading 
downdip into steeply dipping clinoform 
reflections. The base of the sequence is 
obscurred by multiple reflections. 
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Figure 29. In the central and eastern portions of the study 
area, the updip character of sequence A is 
covered by multiple reflections. Downdip, the 
sequence is composed of chaotic reflections, 
indicating mass movement. Parallel reflections 
grade downdip into clinoform reflections in the 
western sector. (in back cover) 
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Distribution The west to east progression shown on 

Figure 29 is also illustrated on tie line 30 (Figure 30). 

The parallel bedded nature of the A reflections and the top 

of A are seen at the crossings of lines 290 and 300. 

Between 300 and 310 the upper boundary of A and the parallel 

configuraton are lost and A and B seem to coalesce into a 

thick unit of chaotic reflections. Because the base of A 

was not observed, it is not possible to make a statement 

about the thickness of this sequence. 

Interpretation The sediments of the clinoform portion 

of sequence A were deposited by a delta system that 

prograded past the present shelf edge during a period of low 

sea level stand. The chaotic reflection patterns represent 

mass movement of sediment associated with oversteepening of 

the shelf edge by the prograding delta deposits. 

Sequence B 

Boundaries The upper boundary of sequence B is a 

surface of discontinuity recognized by reflections 

terminating by toplap (Figure 31). Reflections become 

concordant with the boundary as it is drawn up dip from the 

toplapping reflections. The lower boundary is characterized 

by downlapping reflection terminations. It also becomes a 

concordant boundary as it is extended updip. This boundary 

can not be discerned on every section. It is obscurred by 

multiple reflections, chaotic reflection patterns, or simply 

by deterioration of the data with depth. 
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Figure 30. Distribution and character of the sequences on 
line 30. The parallel bedded nature of 
sequences A and B and the boundary between them 
is lost between lines 300 and 310. The two 
units appear to coelesce into a thick unit of 
chaotic reflections. 
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Figure 31. The upper boundary of sequence B is defined by 
toplapping reflection terminations, and the base 
by downlap. The sequence is very similar in 
appearance to sequence A (Figure 28), with 
parallel reflections grading downdip into 
clinoform reflections. Clinoforms in this 
example are dipping 5.6o. Slumping is evident 
at the base of the sequence. 
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Internal character In the western portion of the study 

area, sequence B exhibits fairly continuous parallel bedding 

that grades downdip into discontinuous oblique to s-shaped 

clinoforms which become parallel layered reflections further 

down dip. On a few sections, the clinoform portion of the 

sequence is deformed by slumping. The reflections of this 

sequence fall into the oblique progradational classification 

presented by Sangree, et al. (1976); Mitchum, Vail, and 

Sangree (1977); and Sangree and Widmier (1977). The 

clinoforms are the most steeply inclined reflections 

observed in the study. The reflections in the upper portion 

of the sequence (Figure 31) are dipping at about 5.6o. 

Subtracting the dip of the sea floor to arrive at an 

approximate dip of the reflections at the time of deposition 

results in a value of 3.9o. Sequence B is composed of 

parallel bedded and chaotic reflection patterns in the 

eastern section of the study area. 

Distribution Figure 32 is an isochron map of sequence 

B. The thickest deposits of B occur well below the shelf 

break and correspond to the location of the most steeply 

dipping clinoform reflections. The line drawing on the map 

was taken from line 290 (Figure 26). 

Interpretaion Sequence B is the deposits of another 

lobe of the delta system responsible for sequence A. Sea 

level was lower during B time then A time allowing these 

deposits to prograde seaward of the A deposits. In the 
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Figure 32. Isochron map of sequence B. The thickest 
deposits occur below the shelf break and 
correspond to the location of the most steeply 
dipping clinoform reflections. In the central 
and eastern areas, the base of the unit is not 
defined. The contours terminate updip where the 
sequence is covered by multiple reflections. 
(in back cover) 
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eastern area where the A and B reflections seem to blend, 

the B deposits may have been involved in mass transport. 

Sequence C 

Boundaries Sequence C is defined at its upper boundary 

by low angle toplap on just a few of the sections. 

Reflections of this sequence are mostly concordant with the 

upper sequence boundary. The base of the sequence is easily 

observed, as it clearly onlaps the underlying sequence 

(Figure 33) . 

Internal character On strike and dip lines the 

sequence consists of continuous parallel layered reflections 

with some internally convergent reflections. The 

reflections appear to drape the existing topography. 

Distribution The thickest deposits of sequence C occur 

in the eastern area and thicken dramatically downdip 

throughout the area (Figure 34). The thickest deposits (up 

to 390 ft, 119 m) occur well onto the present slope where 

water depths are from 800 to 1500 ft (244 to 457 m). 

Another zone of thick deposits is in the south central study 

area outlined by the 100 ms contour on the isochron map. 

This area of accumulation is shown at shotpoint 25 on line 

290 (Figure 31). The sediments are thick in this area 

because they have filled a topographic low in front of the 

steeply dipping clinoforms of sequence B. 

Interpretaton Sequence C was deposited during slowly 

falling sea level. The thickest onlapping deposits are 
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Figure 33. Sequence C is characterized by parallel 
reflections that drape the topography and onlap 
the underlying sequence. 
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Figure 34. Isochron map of sequence C. The thickest 
deposits of this sequence are found on the slope 
in the eastern study area. The 100 ms contour 
in the south central sector outlines a zone of 
thick sediments that filled the topographic low 
in front of the clinoforms of sequence B. 
(in back cover) 
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located immediately seaward of the steep clinoforms of B, 

indicating that sequence C forms the upbuilding complement 

to the outbuilding sequence B. 

Sequence D 

Boundaries The reflections of sequence D (Figure 35) 

are concordant with the upper boundary. The boundary was 

determined from the downlapping reflections of the overlying 

sequence. The reflections are also concordant with the 

lower sequence boundary. The lower boundary was delineated 

on the basis of a continuous, strong reflection and a local 

area of toplap in the underlying sequence. 

Internal character The internal configuration of 

sequence D is identical to that of sequence C. The parallel 

layered reflections are very continuous and are mostly high 

amplitude. Individual reflections could be traced over 

large areas of the study area. 

Distribution The thickness trends of this sequence are 

also very similar to those of sequence C with the largest 

accumulations located in the eastern section downdip of the 

shelf edge growth fault systems and on the slope (Figure 

36) . 

Interpretation A transgression is responsible for the 

deposits of sequence D. These deposits drape the topography 

and fill topographic lows. At some point in this sequence, 

a temporary high stand of sea level probably occurred. 
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Figure 35. Continuous, parallel layered reflections 
comprise the internal configuration of sequence 
D. 
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Figure 36. Isochron map of sequence D. The thickest 
deposits of this sequence are found in the 
eastern area below a major shelf edge fault and 
on the slope. (in back cover) 
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Sequence E 

Boundaries Reflections terminating by toplap 

distinguish the upper boundary of sequence E. The lower 

boundary of this sequence, defined by downlap, is mostly 

coincident with and obscurred by the seafloor multiple 

(Figure 37) . 

Internal character Oblique clinoform reflections 

comprise the internal configuration of sequence E. The 

reflections are of moderate amplitude and are fairly 

continuous. Clinoform reflections are visible on strike 

lines as well as dip lines. Where these lines intersect it 

can be determined that this unit had a southwesterly 

direction of progradation (Figure 38). Many small channels 

were also present in this sequence. 

Distribution Sequence E is only present in the eastern 

study area. Line 90 (Figure 39) shows this sequence 

thinning near the intersection of line 310. The isochron 

map of this unit (Figure 38) illustrates the fairly constant 

thickness of the unit over a large area, with thickening 

occurring just above the shelf edge and associated fault 

systems. 

Interpretation This sequence was deposted as a delta 

prograded across the shelf in response to falling sea level. 

Comparing this sequence to sequences A and B, it appears 

that sea level was higher during E time because those 

deposits are found landward of the shelf edge. 
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Figure 37. Sequence E is composed of clinoform reflections 
that indicate a delta lobe which prograded 
across the shelf in response to falling sea 
level. The lower boundary is mostly 
coincident with the seafloor multiple. 
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Figure 38. Isochron map of sequence E. This sequence has a 
fairly uniform thickness over a large area. A 
southwesterly direction of progradation is 
indicated. 
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Coveted by Multiple Reflection* 
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Figure 39. Line 90 shows sequence E thinning to the west, 
and the similarity between sequences E and F. 
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Sequence F 

Boundaries The upper surface of sequence F occurs 

where the reflections terminate against the ringing of the 

sediment-water interface by toplap. Downdip, the 

reflections are truncated by an overlying sequence, and 

further downdip the reflections become concordant. The 

lower boundary is marked by downlap grading into concordant 

reflections downdip. In the eastern section, the lower 

boundary is quite pronounced and very irregular, and seems 

to indicate that slumping occurred along this surface 

(Figure 40) . 

Internal character The reflection patterns of sequence 

F are very similar to the oblique progradational reflection 

configuration discussed by Sangree, et al., (1976); Mitchum, 

Vail, and Sangree (1977); and Sangree and Widmier (1977). 

It consists of discontinuous, concave-upward reflections 

passing downdip into flat-lying, more continuous 

reflections. The upper portion of the clinoforms in Figure 

41 are inclined 2.5o. On strike sections the reflections 

are discontinuous, gently inclined, and slightly 

concave-upward. Strike sections across the flat-lying 

portion of the sequence exhibit continuous parallel-bedded 

reflections. Where inclined reflections appear on both 

strike and dip sections, it was determined that this 

sequence had a southwesterly direction, of sediment 

transport. This sequence is complicated by many 
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Figure 40. This section from the eastern study area shows 
that the lower boundary of sequence F is quite 
irregular, and indicates slumping occurred. 
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Figure 41. Sequence F exhibits an oblique clinoform 
reflection configuration, indicative of fluvial 
deltaic deposits. Note that the upper portion 
of the clinoforms are dipping 2.5o in this 
example. 
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discontinuous surfaces of local extent. The surfaces are 

indicated.by small areas of downlapping reflections within 

the sequence. Many small channels are present in this unit. 

Distribution The isochron map of sequence F is 

presented in Figure 42. This sequence is thickest (up to 

337 ft, 103 m) in the central section of the study area. 

The largest accumulations occur on the shelf in 340 to 380 

ft (104 to 116 m) of water. Although the sequence is cut by 

a series of growth faults, the faults generally occur 

downdip of the areas of greatest sediment accumulation. The 

deposits thin to the east and are 80 ft (24 m) thick or less 

on the slope. The sequence covers approximately 817 square 

miles (2115 km2) of the study area. 

Interpretation Sequence F is another lobe of the E 

delta system. Sea level during F time was lower than during 

E time because the thickest deposits occur at the shelf 

edge. The distribution of the sediments shows that the 

depocenter shifted south and west from E time to F time. 

Sequence G 

Boundaries Sequence G lacks toplap and is mostly 

concordant with the sediment-water interface reflection. It 

does exhibit minor downlap at the lower boundary which 

grades into concordant reflections downdip. 

Internal character Gentle s-shaped clinoforms 

characterize the internal configuration in the eastern area, 

while the reflections are parallel layered in the western 
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Figure 42. Isochron map of sequence F. The thickest 
deposits are found on the shelf in the central 
study area. The sequence thins on the slope, 
and to the north on the shelf. The zero contour 
is the point where the base of the sequence 
becomes indistinguishable from the ringing of 
the pulse at the seafloor, and therefore 
approximates the point at which this sequence 
pinches out. This unit exhibits a southwesterly 
direction of progradation. (in back cover) 
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section. The parallel reflections are continuous over a 

large area and the inclined reflections are mostly 

continuous. The upper portion of the clinoforms are dipping 

1.9o (Figure 43). The reflection configuration of this 

sequence is similar in appearance to the sigmoid . 

progradational configuration outlined by Sangree, et al., 

(1976); Mitchum, Vail, and Sangree (1977); and Sangree and 

Widmier (1977). 

Distribution The deposits of seqbence G extend further 

north onto the shelf in the eastern area (Figure 44). 

Maximum thickness of the sediments ranges from 159 ft (48 m) 

in the west to 365 ft (111 m) in the eastern portion of the 

study area. These deposits are found in 400 ft to 540 ft 

(122 to 165 m) of water, or at the present shelf edge. The 

thickest deposits are associated with the downthrown side of 

an extensive growth fault. Displacements across this fault 

range from 20 to 92 ft (6.1 to 28 m). 

Interpretation Sequence G was deposited under 

conditions of stable or slowly falling sea level. It 

represents the last shift of the delta system responsible 

for sequences E and F. 
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Figure 43. Sequence G.is characterized by a sigmoid 
progradational reflection configuration in the 
eastern study area. In this example, the upper 
portions of the clinoforms are dipping 1.9o. 
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Figure 44. Isochron map of sequence G. Sequence G is 
thickest at the shelf edge in the eastern study 
area. These deposits are associated with the 
downthrown side of an extensive growth fault. 
Just west of the thickest deposits, the effect 
of a diapiric intrusion is evident as a thin, 
roughly circular area outlined by the 30 ms 
contour. (in back cover) 



DISCUSSION 

Interpretation of seismic sequences 

Figure 45 shows the distribution of clinoform 

reflections in sequences A and B. These reflections are 

interpreted as being delta front and prodelta deposits of a 

shelf edge delta system. At this time sea level was 

probably lower than the location of the present shelf edge. 

This allowed river systems to advance across the shelf to 

form a prograding delta at the paleo shelf edge. The 

clinoforms suggest deltaic outbuilding from shallow to 

deeper water, and they parallel the present shelf edge. The 

first delta lobe, or portion of a delta, is represented by 

the A deposits. This lobe extended from beyond the western 

boundary of the study area to the central study area. The 

chaotic reflections to the east of the clinoforms suggest 

that mass movement occurred during this shelf edge 

outbuilding (Sidner, Gartner, and Bryant, 1978). A large 

slide originated when the clinoform beds prograded to the 

continental slope. The slope of the clinoforms was larger 

than the angle of repose of the underlying shales, so the 

shear strength of the shale was exceeded and failure 

occurred. Slide masses originating from Pleistocene shelf 

edge deposits have also been documented by Lehner (1969) and 

Sangree, et al. (1976). 
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Figure 45. The clinoform portions of sequences A and B are 
interpreted as deltaic deposits. The 
distribution of the clinoform reflections should 
show the shape and extent of the deltas 
responsible for the sequences. The sequence B 
delta was larger and prograded further onto the 
slope indicating sea level was lower during B 
time. 





The clinoforms of sequence B range from the western 

study area to the east-central portion and occur seaward of 

the A deposits. Sequence B is also a shelf edge delta 

deposit. Since these deposits are so similar to the A 

deposits, and are found seaward of them, this sequence 

probably represents a later delta lobe of the same river 

system, formed' either as a result of a continued fall of 

relative sea level, change of source area, response to 

subsidence, or, most likely, a combination of these factors. 

The sequence boundary separating these deposits represents a 

drop in sea level, which allowed deltaic deposits to 

prograde seaward of the previous outbuilding deltaic 

deposits. Therefore, this change of sea level did not cause 

a drastic new depositional process to occur, but simply 

allowed the existing processes to continue and cover a 

larger area. It is also possible that this boundary 

represents a large unconformity and that the shelf edge 

delta of sequence B is unrelated to that of sequence A. 

This does not seem likely because of the spatial proximity 

of and similarity between the two sets of clinoforms. This 

theory could be tested through core sampling and studies of 

mineral assemblages. 

The boundary between sequences A and B falls into the 

type 1 categary of Vail, Hardenbol, and Todd's (1983) 

unconformity classificaton (Figure 46). Type 1 

unconformities are characterized by a downward shift of 
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Figure 46. (a) Diagram of a type 1 unconformity, caused by 
a rapid drop in eustatic sea level (from Vail, 
Hardenbol, and Todd, 1983). (b) The boundary 
separating sequences A and B is a type 1 
unconformity. The rate of eustatic sea level 
fall was greater that the rate of subsidence at 
the shelf edge, allowing the lowstand deposits 
of sequence B to prograde further past the shelf 
edge that the lowstand deposits of sequence A. 
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coastal onlap producing subaerial exposure of the shelf, and 

lowstand deltas extending out to the slope. The type 1 

unconformity is produced by a rapid fall of eustatic sea 

level, greater than the rate of subsidence at the shelf 

edge, allowing lowstand deposits to accumulate seaward of 

the previous deposits. The relationship between sequence A 

and sequence B is very similar to the diagram in Figure 46. 

The sequence boundary is an unconformity, marking a rapid 

drop in relative sea level. 

It should be noted that changes in coastal onlap could 

only be inferred from the seismic data. Mitchum (1977) 

defined coastal onlap as "the progressive landward onlap of 

coastal (littoral or coastal nonmarine) deposits in a given 

stratigraphic unit." Neither littoral nor nonmarine 

deposits could be specifically identified on the seismic 

sections. 

Core 45 (Figure 2) penetrated the sediments of sequence 

B and revealed that this unit is composed of sandy clay 

(Sidner, Gartner, and Bryant, 1978). The sand-sized 

fraction of the core is dominated by terrigenous material. 

The sandy clay was deposited in inner and middle neritic 

water depths (0 to 20 m and 20 to 100 m) (Lehner, 1969). 

These analyses support the interpretation that sequence B is 

of deltaic origin and was deposited during a time when sea 

level was much lower than at present. 
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The sequence boundary between sequences B and C 

represents a change from the rapidly falling sea level of 

sequence B time to slowly falling sea level during sequence 

C time. Type 2 unconformities (Figure 47) are identified by 

a downward shift of coastal onlap to a position at or 

landward of the shelf edge, and subaerial erosion of the 

landward portion of the shelf. The submarine conformities 

can be recognized by onlap resulting from shifts in the 

sites of deposition. Type 2 unconformities occur when the 

rate of fall of eustatic sea level is less than the rate of 

subsidence at the shelf edge, but is greater than the rate 

of subsidence on the inner shelf (Vail, Hardenbol, and Todd, 

1983). The observed sequence boundary is a conformity 

correlating to a type 2 unconformity updip. 

The lowest reflections of sequence C onlap the inclined 

portion of sequence B and overlying reflections extend 

updip. The first deposits of sequence C fill the 

topographic low directly seaward of the clinoform portion of 

sequence B. This is the upbuilding phase of the delta 

construction. As sea level continued to slowly fall, 

sediment supply slowed and deeper water deposits expanded 

updip, draping the topography. The sequence appears to 

pinch out just north of the present shelf break. This 

represents the point where the rate of eustatic fall was 

approaching the rate of subsidence. At the point where 
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Figure 47. (a) Diagram of a type 2 unconformity, caused by 
a slow fall of eustatic sea level (from Vail, 
Hardenbol, and Todd, 1983). (b) The boundary 
between sequences B and C is a conformity 
correlating to a type 2 unconformity updip. 
Type 2 unconformities occur when the rate of 
fall of eustatic sea level is less than the rate 
of subsidence at the shelf edge, but is greater 
than the rate of subsidence on the inner shelf. 
This sequence boundary should become conformable 
updip at the point where the rate of eustatic 
sea level fall equaled the rate of subsidence on 
the shelf. 
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eustatic fall equaled the subsidence rate, an unconformity 

should exist and should extend updip. 

At core site 45 (Figure 2), the sediments of sequence C 

are clays and silty clays (Sidner, Gartner, and Bryant, 

1978) . Lehner (1969) indicated that the lower 25 m of this 

interval was deposited at outer neritic depths (100 to 200 

m) and the upper section was deposited at bathyal depths 

(>200 m). The presence of finer sediments and increasing 

water depth clearly supports that sequence C was deposited 

in response to a decrease in the rate of sea level fall. 

The sequence boundary between sequences C and D is not 

as distinct in its seismic expression as the other 

boundaries determined in this study. It separates 

reflections that are very similar in appearance, and it is a 

conformity across the southern portion of the study area. 

The boundary is defined by localized toplap and a strong, 

continuous reflection traceable over almost the entire study 

area. This is an important boundary, however, because it 

separates the deposits of slowly falling sea level from 

sediments deposited during rising sea level. There is not 

sufficient data to say exactly at what point a high stand 

occurred, but it is probable that a high stand is 

represented at some point by sequence D. These deposits 

extend further north onto the shelf than sequence C and 

maintain a fairly constant thickness, with no indication of 

onlap or pinching out as far north as they can be observed. 
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This suggests that sea level was much higher during D time 

than C time. 

The sequence D sediments cored from sites 45 and 124 

(Figure 2) are clays and silty clays deposited at bathyal 

depths (Lehner, 1969; Sidner, Gartner, and Bryant, 1978). 

Sequence E was deposited as a delta prograded across 

the shelf in response to falling sea level. The extent of 

the clinoforms found in this sequence is shown in Figure 48. 

The delta was located in the northeastern portion of the 

study area and was supplied from a northeastern sediment 

source. This sequence is different in appearance from 

sequence B. The clinoforms of B are steeper and appear to 

spill over onto the paleo-slope (Figure 31). The clinoforms 

of sequence E (Figure 37) are less steep, cover a much 

larger area, and do not extend past the current shelf break. 

Sea level during this period was much higher than B time, so 

the clinoforms could not prograde to the shelf edge. The E 

clinoforms are less steep and cover a more extensive area 

because this delta was prograding across a surface with a 

lower gradient, so sediments were deposited under a lower 

energy regime. In contrast, the sequence B river had 

traveled much further south on the shelf, thus encountering 

a steeper gradient which caused the river to become deeply 

entrenched. When the delta finally formed at the shelf 

edge, it was originating from a point source rather than 

from a wide source area, as in sequence E. A greater 
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Figure 48. The distribution of clinoform reflections in 
sequences E, F, and G reveals three delta lobes 
which reflect a fall of relative sea level. The 
youngest lobe, the E clinoforms, occurs in the 
northern study area and exhibits southwesterly 
progradation. During sequence F time, sea level 
was lower, allowing the F delta lobe to shift to 
the southwest and prograde to a position just 
landward of the shelf edge. Sea level fell to a 
lower level during G time. The G delta is 
located in the southeastern study area, and the 
thickest deposits occur at the present shelf 
edge. (in back cover) 
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available supply of sediment would also contribute to a 

larger delta system. Numerous small distributary channels 

are present in the northern extremities of the study area. 

Seismic sections do not extend far enough north to encounter 

the main feeding river system. 

The cores available for this study did not penetrate 

this sequence. This sequence is probably composed of clay 

and silt, with terrigenous sands occuring in channels. 

The areal distribution of the clinoform portion of 

sequence F is displayed in Figure 48. These clinoforms 

stretch across the entire study area from west to east, 

forming a narrow band behind the shelf edge in the eastern 

area. The relationship between sequences E and F is 

analogous to the situation of sequences A and B. Line 90 

(Figure 39) shows the intimate relationship between 

sequences E and F. Sequence F was deposited under the 

influence of falling sea level, and the deltaic processes 

initiated during E time contintued through F time. Sequence 

F may be a later delta lobe of the same fluvial system 

responsible for sequence E. Sequence F is found further out 

onto the shelf, with the thickest deposits behind the shelf 

edge. The F clinoforms do not extend as far north onto the 

shelf as the E clinoforms, but they exhibit a similar 

southwesterly progradation. Many distributary channels 

occur in this sequence just north of the clinoform zone. 

Just as in sequence E, no major channel system is found. 
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The clinoforms are located further south on the shelf 

because sea level was lower allowing the delta and the 

associated distributrary system to prograde further. Suter 

and Berryhill (1983) recognized late Wisconsin age deltas in 

the northwest Gulf of Mexico by the geomorphic patterns, 

clinoform reflections, and associated channels. Their 

descriptions of the size, shape, and distribution of these 

deposits closely coincide with the characteristics of 

sequence F. 

The cores did not penetrate the clinoform portion of 

sequence F, but did sample downdip parallel bedded 

reflectors. These reflectors include clays and silty clays 

deposited at bathyal depths (Lehner, 1969; Sidner, Gartner, 

and Bryant, 1978). The clinoform portion of this sequence 

is probably composed of terrigenous sandy clay. 

The boundary between sequences F and G marks a change 

to stable or more slowly falling sea level. In the western 

study area, sequence G is characterized by parallel bedded 

reflections resting on the inclined surface in front of and 

over the F clinoform reflections. Here the relationship 

between F and G is similar to that of sequences B and C. 

Sequence G forms the upbuilding complement to the 

outbuilding deposits of sequence F. Because of the greater 

sediment thickness in the eastern area, it seems that the 

depocenter has shifted from the central area in F time to 

the far eastern sector in G time (Figure 48). There may not 
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have been sufficient terrigenous sediment supply to maintain 

high energy clinoform progradation in the western area. In 

the eastern area, clinoforim progradaton continued across the 

sequence boundary for a short while, then the parallel 

bedded upbuilding phase began. Clinoform progradation 

continued in eastern G because of the effects of greater 

sediment supply and slightly greater subsidence. Also, 

sequence boundaries are not time lines, so the basal 

deposits of G in the eastern area may be younger than those 

in the western area and, in that case, it is not surprising 

that progradation was still occurring in the eastern area. 

From the position of the G clinoforms (Figure 48), it 

appears that this sequence is the last shift of the delta 

system responsible for sequences E and F, or is at least 

closely related to that system. 

The F-G boundary is another example of the subaqueous 

conformity correlating to a type 2 unconformity updip. 

Sequence G occurs seaward of and overlies sequence F, but 

does not exhibit onlap like sequence C. Sea level must have 

been lower during G time than F time to allow sediments to 

accumulate seaward of the F clinoforms, but the fact that 

the deposits accumulated vertically instead of prograding 

laterally indicates that sea level was dropping more slowly 

during G time. The unconformity itself is not observed as 

it is covered by the signal from the sediment-water 

interface. 
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The clinoform portion of G may contain stringers of 

terrigenous sand. The parallel bedded sections are probably 

composed of finer grained sediments. Core 45 (Figure 2) 

sampled G sediments on the slope, including clays and silty 

clays deposited at bathyal depths (Lehner, 1969; Sidner, 

Gartner, and Bryant, 1978). 

The deltaic deposits of sequences A, B, E, F, and G 

probably resulted from fluvial dominated deltas. It is 

highly unlikely that a tide dominated delta would form 

because the tidal range during the Pleistocene would be 

similar to the low tidal range that presently exists in this 

area. Wave dominated deltas would be possible because of 

the moderate waves that probably existed during Pleistocene 

time. Longshore currents could rework and redistribute 

sediments from the fluvial system as strandline sands 

paralleling depositional strike. However, no such deposits 

could be seen on the seismic sections. The reflection 

configuration associated with wave dominated deltas is a 

shingled pattern (Figure 49) that has not been recognized on 

any section (Berg, 1982). The observed oblique clinoform 

reflection configuration is considered to be indicative of 

fluvial dominated systems (Sangree, et al., 1976; Sidner, 

Gartner, and Bryant, 1978; Berg, 1982). The clinoform 

packages of sequences A, B, E, F, and G are all strike 

aligned, as one would expect wave dominated delta deposits 

to appear. However, the lack of strike aligned sands and 
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. The seismic character of wave dominated delta 
systems (from Berg, 1982) is a shingled 
configuration which has not been observed in the 
study area. 

Figure 49 
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shingled reflection patterns, and the presence of clinoform 

reflections point toward fluvial dominated deltas. Fluvial 

dominated deltas existed off the Texas coast during the 

Pleistocene glacial periods because the influx of sediment 

was much greater than it is today, so waves had less overall 

influence than they do today. 

An area of chaotic reflections at the surface fill a 

topographic low that cuts across the southeast corner of the 

study area. Two of the tie lines (Figures 50 and 51) extend 

eastward past the limits of the study area. These lines 

reveal the character and extensive nature of the chaotic 

deposit. The deposit covers at least 181 square miles (468 

km2) of the upper slope and outer shelf immediately adjacent 

to the study area. The surface of this deposit is rumpled, 

which indicates that movement has occurred. Sidner, 

Gartner, and Bryant, (1978) described this feature as a mass 

transport deposit which originated at the shelf edge east of 

the study area. This deposit may be similar in origin to 

the chaotic reflectons of sequence A. It may have resulted 

from clinoform beds prograding over and exceeding the shear 

strength of underlying clays, causing a large slide. This 

deposit may also be related to shelf edge diapirs, which are 

present east of the study area. It is difficult to 

determine the base of this deposit because much of the high 

frequency component of the signal has been attenuated in the 
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Figure 50. The portion of line 30 that extends eastward, 
out of the study area. The chaotic reflections 
may be a submarine slide deposit that originated 
at the shelf edge during the late Wisconsin 
glacial stage. They may also be related to 
diapirs present in this area. (in back cover) 
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Figure 51. This portion of line 10, which extends eastward, 
out of the study area, is located 3.6 miles (5.8 
km) south of line 30. Note that in a few 
locations stratal surfaces may be observed 
between areas of chaotic deposits. (in back 
cover) 
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chaotic section, so resolution is lower for the underlying 

deposits. 

Ages of the sequences 

Approximate ages of the seismic sequences outlined in 

this study can be determined by comparing the sequences to 

published sea level curves of the Gulf of Mexico. Two 

low-to-high sea level cycles, presumed to represent two 

cold-to-warm climate cycles, have been identified from the 

seismic sections. 

Sequences A and B were deposited during periods of low 

sea level stand. Sequence C represents the transition from 

low sea level, to high sea level represented by sequence D. 

Sequences A through D comprise the first low-to-high 

(cold-to-warm) cycle. Sequences E through G are regressive 

deposits. The deposits from the most recent (Holocene) 

transgression are disguised by the ringing of the signal at 

the sediment-water interface. However, Holocene age 

sediments were found at core sites in the study area (Figure 

2). Core 124 penetrated 26 ft (8 m) of Holocene sediment, 

the thickest Holocene section in any of the cores. Core 45, 

located to the west of site 124, encountered 20 ft (6 m) of 

Holocene sediments. At the far eastern edge of the study 

area, 7.5 ft (2.3 m) of Holocene deposits were sampled at 

core site 9. These sections are in agreement with the 

Holocene thicknesses indicated by Curray (1960) and Shepard 
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(1960). Sequences E through G and the Holocene 

transgressive deposits represent a second low-to-high sea 

level cycle. 

Paléontologie descriptions accompanying the cores only 

differentiated between upper Pleistocene and Holocene 

deposits. None of the sediments comprising the sequences 

are older than upper Pleistocene, or 1.3 million years. 

Figure 52 shows the time scale and sea level curve 

provided with the core descriptions. This is the same time 

scale used in Lehner's (1969) study. A comparison between 

the glacial cycles and the seismic sequences indicates that 

sequences A and B were deposited during the early Wisconsin 

glacial event. Sequence C is the transiton to the middle 

Wisconsin interglacial stage. Sequence D was deposited 

during this middle Wisconsin interglacial event. The late 

Wisconsin glacial stage is represented in the sediment 

record by sequences E, F, and G. The Holocene post glacial 

event completes the second cycle. These age brackets are in 

agreement with the ages Lehner determined for sediment 

packages in this area. 

Beard, Sangree, and Smith (1982) submitted a more 

refined sea level curve with the Wisconsin stage broken into 

substages, and containing an additional eustatic cycle 

(Figure 52) . Both of these studies place a late Wisconsin 

lowstand about 18,000 years ago. They also agree on an 

early Wisconsin lowstand 65,000 to 70,000 years ago. The 
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Figure 52. Pleistocene time scale and sea level curves 
(after Lehner, 1969; and Beard, Sangree, and 
Smith, 1982). The seismic sequences identified 
in this study correspond more closely with 
Lehner's sea level curve and are plotted on that 
curve. Sequences A and B are lowstand delta 
deposits of the early Wisconsin glacial event. 
Sequence C is transitional between the early 
Wisconsin glacial and the middle Wisconsin 
interglacial. The middle Wisconsin is 
represented by sequence D. Sequences E, F, and 
G are records of the late Wisconsin glacial. 
Post glacial (Holocene) deposits are disguised 
by the ringing of the airgun pulse at the 
seafloor, but were identified in core samples. 
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Beard study has an additional lowstand at about 40,000 years 

ago. This time period falls into Lehner's early Wisconsin 

time frame. Without a comprehensive paléontologie analysis, 

it is difficult to decide whether sequences A, B, and C 

represent the 40,000 year lowstand or'the 70,000 year 

lowstand, but they probably reflect the 70,000 year 

lowstand. This lowstand was longer in duration, and 

considering the fact that any glacially induced change of 

sea level would contain a series of smaller fluctuations, 

the lowstand at 40,000 years B. P. may have been a small 

scale fluctuation during a period of overall sea level rise. 

This may help explain why the sediments of sequences C and D 

are so thick. One would expect transgressive deposits to be 

quite thin, but if there was an intervening drop in sea 

level, there could have been an increased sediment supply. 

There is no direct evidence for an intervening drop in sea 

level, but the evidence may be hidden behind the multiple 

reflections that dominate the section on the landward side 

of the shelf break. Also, the study area may not be near 

enough to the 40,000 year depocenter to detect lowstand 

deposits. For the scope of this study, it is sufficient to 

say that the area of the Galveston South Addition holds 

evidence of an early Wisconsin glacial event, a middle 

Wisconsin age interglacial, a late Wisconsin glacial event, 

and, finally, the Holocene post glacial event. The 
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approximate ages of the sequences are diagrammed on Lehner's 

sea level curve, Figure 52. 

The locations of the packages of clinoform reflections 

indicate that sea level was lower during the early Wisconsin 

glacial stage than during the late Wisconsin glacial stage. 

The early Wisconsin deltaic deposits extended past the 

current shelf break while most of the late Wisconsin deltaic 

deposits occur behind the shelf edge. The relative sizes of 

the deltaic sequences may indicate that the early Wisconsin 

depocenter was somewhere to the west and south of the study 

area, probably in the vicinity of the Rio Grande delta 

(Henry Berryhill, Jr., pers. comm.). The study area was 

probably within the late Wisconsin depocenter. 



CONCLUSIONS 

1. Seven seismic sequences were defined on the basis of 

reflection terminations and interpreted according to their 

geometry and character of internal reflections. Sequences A 

and B are the deposits of an early Wisconsin delta that 

prograded seaward of the present shelf edge during lowstands 

of sea level. Sequence C is an interdeltaic deposit formed 

as the site of deposition shifted in response to a decrease 

in the rate of fall of sea level toward the end of the early 

Wisconsin glacial event. The middle Wisconsin interglacial 

is represented by the transgressive deposits of sequence D. 

Sequences E, F, and G are lobes of a delta that prograded to 

the shelf edge during the late Wisconsin glacial period. 

Holocene transgressive deposits were not identified on the 

seismic sections, but were recovered from cores in the study 

area. 

2. The lack of strike aligned sand bodies and lack of 

reflection patterns characteristic of wave dominated deltas, 

and the presence of oblique clinoform reflections indicates 

that fluvial dominated deltas were responsible for sequences 

A, B, E, F, and G. Fluvial dominated deltas existed along 

the Texas coast during the late Pleistocene glacial periods 

because the high rate of sediment influx overrode the 
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effects of wave action. 

3. A large meandering channel system and many small 

distributary channels are found in the northern study area. 

These appear to be late Wisconsin age channels, probably 

from an ancestral Brazos river. 

4. Faults are long and sinuous and roughly parallel the 

shelf edge. ‘Many of the faults are growth faults which 

expand the section from 6% to 60%. In many instances, 

sedimentation within a unit could not keep pace with fault 

movement so no expanded section resulted. In this area, the 

occurance of growth faults is not controlled by diapirism. 

They are probably related to deep salt migration away from 

the shelf in response to sediment loading on the shelf. 

5. Six diapiric intrusions were identified in the study 

area on the basis of deformation in the upper portion of the 

sediment column. The cores of the intrusions are not close 

enough to the surface to appear on the seismic sections. 

The four diapirs found on the shelf did not influence the 

deposition of the upper 100 m of the sediment column. Two 

diapirs occuring below the shelf edge did exert minor 

influence on the deposition of the Wisconsin section. 
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6. An abruptly decreasing seafloor gradient on the slope in 

the southeastern corner of the study area marks the position 

of a large zone of displaced sedimments. This deposit is 

composed of chaotic reflections and has a rumpled surface, 

indicating that movement has occured. The slide resulted 

from late Wisconsin clinoform beds prograding over and 

exceeding the shear strength of underlying clays at the 

shelf edge causing failure to occur. A similar deposit in 

the central study area appears related to early Wisconsin 

shelf edge delta progradation. 
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